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More Thoughts on Short Snorters
By Joseph Boling

T HAVE LONG SEARCHED FOR NOTES THAT
add to our knowledge of a series by virtue of their

presence in short snorters. Examples of these are the
Philippine "Co-Prosperity Sphere" notes. While repli-
cas for collectors were reported long ago, I am not con-
vinced that any (or at least any substantial quantities)
were made, because over the years I have found just
about every kind of CPS overprint in some sort of con-
text that lends credence to its status as a vintage produc-
tion.

Remember that GIs who saw a CPS note in some-
one else's short snorter would be inspired to create
more, but would naturally create ones that were differ-
ent from the ones that appeared first. Different fonts
and production processes would be available to the later
creators, so many varieties could be expected to exist.

Another class of notes that I love to find in short
snorters are the Oceania replicas, thus showing that they
actually were created for (or at least available to) con-
temporary GIs.

A Philippine piece, which falls into the commemo-
rative short snorter class, is the 10 peso note overprinted
to commemorate MacArthur's landing on Leyte
(SB2235). Since publishing SB, we have realized that
the date in the overprint is wrong; it says Oct. 19, 1944,
but the landing did not take place until 20 October.
Perhaps that is why so few survive; they were discarded
when they became obsolete before being issued.

Yet another piece that I look for in short snorters is
the Malaya $5 with the "Grim Memories-- "overprint
(SB2183). I have yet to find one.

In the other direction, we have notes with inscrip-
tions that are known to be wrong, and that reflect inac-
curate knowledge on the part of the original inscriber.
An example of this is shown on SB page 314, where a
Bank of Japan one yen note bears graffiti saying that the
AMC yen were not valid in homeland Japan, which is
incorrect.

Another aspect of short snorters is the potential for
dating them based on non-date information written on
them--such as the note's value in dollars. Many exam-
ples exist of AMC yen inscribed "worth xx cents."
Because we know what the exchange rates were at vari-
ous times during the occupation, we can normally date
these inscriptions to within a few months (or even
weeks).

How often can you link a short snorter back to a
signer who did not keep it? One such fortunate find is a
U.S. $2 series 1928F note that I obtained from a bank in
Australia while I was on R&R there in 1968. The
inscription is "Dr. Fred Loukes, Cincinnati Ohio USA."

When the ANA was having its convention in

Gary Cooper (fourth from top) is among the signers of this Oceania
one pound olive green unmarked replica note.

Cincinnati in 1980, I wanted to arrange a presentation
of the note back to Dr. Loukes as publicity for the show.
It turns out that he was a dentist, but was dead by 1980.
His son did not want to arrange a ceremony to present
the note to the widow, so my idea died. Too bad.

And just to show off, I have one short snorter with
some VIP signatures on it--an Oceania one pound note
(one of the olive green unmarked replicas!) with signa-
tures of Phyllis Brooks, Gary Cooper, Una Merkel (all
actors) and Nathan Bronstein (presumably a producer or
USO escort), along with a few GIs. Unfortunately, not
a junk box find--$25 from Ted Uhl.
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